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I'm a web developer and I had problems with the IE setings for a
website I developed. I solved the problem by requesting a full reset

from my hosting provider, and I noticed that their DNS settings also got
reset. I thought my problem was solved, but when I started developing
the website again, I received the same error that I experienced before. I

thought maybe I needed a special flag to IE to indicate to IE that it
needs to do the full reset, but searching the Internet, I found no such
thing. That's why I'm here, to ask for help. I really want to solve this
problem. Reset IPv6 on a dns server (cPanel) free I had a major issue

with cPanel yesterday and I am posting this problem here so that
someone may help me or provide me with a link to a forum where I can
get help for this problem. I ran the scripts to begin the fix today. I have
no more issues with cPanel. I have a 300MB download so it may take a
long time to finish. I have very limited access to the Internet so when it
finishes, I may be out of here for a couple of days. I will update when I
am back on, if anything else comes up. Update: Download completed

and I restarted my server. I am waiting for the DNS to be fixed. I have a
CMS server running a custom version of Drupal 7. The server crashed
today and when I started it again, I had a ton of problems. Among the
problems that I had were a high CPU usage, and the following error in

the log when I tried to enable modules: PHP Warning: ini_set(): The
specified.ini file does not exist - cpanel/includes/php/ini.php on line 57 I

have no idea where to go from here. I have all my files backed up. I
have no access to the CP to even turn it off. I am accessing the server
from a client's website that has FTP access. I did a hard reboot of the
server and have installed a fresh copy of Drupal. I have made a few

progress in fixing the issues by re-generating the menu and content and
even a few other things. I am just not able to enable any modules. The
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progress that I made with my menu creation can be seen below. I want
to enable the Live Search Module and when
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